
 

 

30th Anniversary highlights: Education. 

 
Artists’ Talk: Ann Hamilton, Jenny Holzer, and Maya Lin 
SEPTEMBER 20 
As part of a free Fall Exhibition Preview, the artists of HERE will engage in a public discussion about their 
respective practices and the installations on view in the show. 
 
On the Front Lines: Performing Afghanistan  
OCTOBER 7  
A rare and revealing look into the lives of Afghan women and refugees through the works and 
experiences of playwrights Nushin Arbabzadah and Alia Bano and photographer Joël van Houdt.  
 
DeeDee and Herb Glimcher Lecture: Jeanne Gang  
OCTOBER 23  
The Wex’s annual progam of presenting thoughts from the world’s leading artists, architects, and 
designers offers a fascinating conversation with the internationally renowned, Chicago-based MacArthur 
Fellow.  
 
Wex Wide Open 
NOVEMBER 17 
Get a glimpse of the inner workings of the Wex and interact with its dedicated staff as you enjoy a 
daylong program of art, music, dance, and short films. 
 
hear here: artist-run spaces and collectives in Ohio 
NOVEMBER 16  
Artists from past and current collectives and DIY spaces will discuss alternative and experimental models 
of making and exhibiting work, providing insight into the vitality they bring to their communities and to 
Ohio’s contemporary art ecosystem. 
 
15th Annual Zoom: Family Film Festival  
DECEMBER 6–7 
Grab a seat at the only film fest in central Ohio dedicated to international films for children, complete 
with family art-making activities and the ever-popular cereal and pajama party.  
 
14th Annual Art & Ecology Exhibition  
OPENS DECEMBER 12 
See the creative and thoughtful work of high school students who participate in the Wex’s annual 
program to explore the role of the arts in influencing positive environmental change.  
Cahoots NI  
Penguins  



 

 

MARCH 7, 2020  
The true story of a same-sex penguin couple becoming parents in the Central Park Zoo forms the basis of 
this charming ballet from Northern Ireland’s leading theater company for children.  
 
 
ONGOING PROGRAMS 
 
On Pause  
FALL 2019  
The return of the Wex’s collaborative program with Replenish: The Spa Co-op invites you to partake in a 
relaxing and therapeutic union of art and meditation in the center’s galleries.  
 
Art on the Brain  
FALL 2019  
Interactions with visual art, dance, and music offer individuals with brain/mind trauma such as stroke 
and PTSD, as well as their caregivers, opportunities to enrich the thinking and feeling mind.  
 
Vets at the Wex  
FALL 2019  
The Wex’s partnership with the Chalmers P. Wylie VA Ambulatory Care Center continues, providing 
thoughtful engagement with contemporary art in a program customized to meet the needs of service 
members.  
 
Talks and Tours 
2019–20 
Learn about Wex programming and more through first-person access to curators, educators, and artists. 
Stop in for a gallery tour or join us for events created in collaboration with partners from The Ohio State 
University and the Columbus community.  
 
Pages  
2019–20  
The Wex’s unique interdisciplinary learning program returns to connect high school students directly 
with artists working in a variety of media, including 2019–20 Wex Artist Residency Award recipient 
Sharon Udoh.  
 
 
WorldView  
2019–20  
A seminar-style program for high school classes and their teachers promotes deeper understanding of 
contemporary art through discussion and hands-on interdisciplinary activities with local artists and peers 
from other schools.  



 

 

 
Writing about the Performing Arts  
Collaboration with Ohio State’s Department of Dance  
2019–20  
With support from the Ratner Distinguished Teaching Award, Professor Karen Eliot and Wex staff will 
guide a cohort of university students on a yearlong writing initiative in response to the center’s 
performing arts programming. 
 


